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considered the degree to which the probability for
K+ ~ m++m +e++ v would be enhanced by final-
state pion-pion interactions. Since a total of (2
or 3) x103 r+ events have been examined by vari-
ous observers to date with varying degrees of
analysis, the experimental observation of a single
K++m++w +8++ v is in reasonable agreement
with the above theoretical predictions.

In our opinion, the observed event is most likely
K+~w++m +e++ v. Behrends and Sirlin' have
suggested looking for the decay mode K+ ~ m'++ w+

+e + v as an unambiguous violation of the hS
=bQ rule. The present event is in agreement
with the rule.
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The production of the K resonance' in the re-
action' K +P ~K +N» at 1.96 BeV/c has per-
mitted us to identify the K as a vector meson.
Following a method due to Adair, we examined
the distribution in the angle n between the out-
going K meson in the K c.m. system and the
incident K direction. %e find a strong aniso-
tropy which can be fitted with cos'o. , and hence
conclude that the spin4~' of the K is «1. Alston
et al. presented evidence for the K spin to be less
than two within three standard deviations. ' This
result, combined with the present data, allows
us to assign spin one to the K .' It thus follows
that the KK relative parity is even. For odd
RAN parity' this leads to the spin and parity as-
signment 1"for the K .

The experiment was carried out with the 20-
inch Brookhaven bubble chamber' in a separated
beam9 tuned to E mesons.

The reaction we have studied is
+ + +

K +p K +m +p+m. (I)

This reaction, which amounts to about 10'Pq of the
total cross section, has the property that a large
proportion of events occur in the double resonant
state
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FIG. 1. Scatter diagram of the effective-mass dis-
tribution M&~+ versus Mg+~-. The triangle delineates
the kinematical limits. The projections on the M~++
mass axis show the N33 production, while the projec-
tion on the M&+~- axis shows the simultaneous K pro-
duction. The curves give the distributions expected
from phase-space calculations without dynamic effects.
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+ +pE +p~& +++
+&ss The evidence for Reaction (2) is shown in Fig. 1,

where we present a plot of the effective mass
distribution M»+ against M~+~-. The triangle
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shown in the figure gives the kinematic mass
limits for the two-particle states Kv and Pm. It
should be noted that this is not a "uniform-density
surface" in phase space. The projections on the
two mass axes are also shown in the figure. Here
we have defined events with effective mass 840
«M~+~- ~ 940 MeV as lying within the E reso-
nance and events with 1130~ M + ~ 1300 MeV as

pm
lying within the N» resonance. These mass
limits correspond roughly to a level of 10 /z of
the respective peak values. To date we have com-
pleted the analysis" of about 80 /p of our available
data, namely, 310 events. Of these, 201 events
lie within both of the above mass limits, i.e. , with-
in the "double resonance region. " In what follows,
we confine our discussion to these latter events,
which can then be considered as examples of a
"two-particle" reaction, as given in (2).

%e observe that the production angle of the K
is strongly peaked forward, as shown in Fig. 2.
Here Og* is the angle between the incident K

+
meson and the outgoing K in the K -P c.m. sys-
tem.

In order to perform an "Adair analysis, "we
now limit ourselves further to those events for
which 1.0~ cos8&* & 0.8. There are 69 such
events in our sample. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we
present the unfolded and folded distributions in
in the K decay angle, a, defined above. The
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FIG. 3. The angular distribution of e, the angle of.
the outgoing K in the K c.m. system with respect to
the incident K direction. The 69 events shown are
selected to lie inside the N and K resonances.

Table I. Allowed spin projections on the incident
K p axis of a spin-one K and the N33 for an initial+

proton spin projection of m = 2. The corresponding
angular distributions for the K decay angle, 0. , and
the N decay angle, P, are also given.

anisotropy of the distribution immediately rules
out a spin-zero assignment for the K . In the
decay of a spin-one K, the angular distribution
depends on the state of alignment of the K spin
as determined by the dynamics of the production
reaction. For the cases of maximal alignment
of the spin vector with respect to the incident
direction, the distributions would have the forms
given in Table I. For a nonaligned spin this dis-
tribution would be isotropic. Also given there
are the corresponding distributions for the N

decay. Any combination of the listed distributions
is allowed. The observed distribution in the K de-
cay angle is fitted well with a pure cos'n intensity
distribution. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we present the
corresponding distributions for the N decay angle
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FIG. 2. The angular distribution for R production.
The events shown here are chosen to lie inside both the
N and K resonances.
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FIG. 4. The angular distribution of P, the angle of
the outgoing proton in the N c.m. system with respect
to the incident E direction. The same events described
in Fig. 3 are shown here.

P. For a completely aligned N with msÃ )=+-,',
and if all partial wave amplitudes other than P
wave are negligible, the predicted distribution is
1+3cos~P. Such a fit is consistent" with our data.

These distributions thus imply a strong align-
ment of the K spin, with the component ms(K )
=0 along the incident beam direction. It is per-
haps worth noting that just such an alignment
would result if the one-pion exchange were a
dominant contributor to the production reaction.
This can be seen by noting that for events with
cos8~* =- 0.8, the angle a differs little from the
Km scattering angle at the K vertex. At that ver-
tex the K spin can have only the projection ms(K )
= 0 on the "incident" K- m axis, since here we are
dealing with two spin-zero "incident" particles.
Hence the projection on the incident beam direc-
tion (i.e. , K-p axis) is also zero, which then re-
sults in a cos2z distribution.
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